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In the darkening silence,---
When the hilltops dusk and fail,
And the purple damps of evening now
   No longer edge the vale;
When the faint flesh-tinted clouds have parted
   To the westward, one by one,---
In the glimmering silence,
   I love to steal alone
By river and by runside,
Through knots of aspens gray,
And hearken for the voices
   Of a music ceased away.
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When the clouds have parted, To the westward,

one by one...

In the glimmering silence,
silence, silence,

I love to steal alone

By river and by run-side,

Through knots of as-pens gray,
And hearken for the voices

Of a music ceased away.

Of a music ceased away.
Fl./Vln.: sic
Vc.: ceased away.
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